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paper should be article in a discussion of the formal and rhetorical shifts in their appeals for relief between the middle of the century and its last two decades.
Analysing a significant cache of pauper letters -the very discovery of which is a useful corrective to a so-far decidedly anglo-centric reading of such documents -we argue that, notwithstanding the hardships and structural difficulties they faced, when it came to navigating the formal and informal precepts of the Scottish New Poor Law the parish poor of Tongue were both astute and rhetorically sophisticated. It is clear that they were far from complaisant is this an Americanism or do you mean complacent? or passive in their appeals for relief; but it is also clear that they recognised very well the limits of their entitlement and the interlocking obligations of parishes and pauper, and adjusted the register of their written appeals accordingly. This register changed significantly in the last three decades of the nineteenth century as paupers (like Highland crofting communities more generally) shed much of their traditional deference and built on a newly emerging rhetoric of entitlement and desert. This clear chronological periodization in the letters is something we consistently emphasise, and in doing so we consciously blur the conventional boundaries that define the The parish of Tongue is situated on the far north coast of the county of Sutherland, in the Scottish Highlands. In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries it experienced many, if not most, of the challenges and disruptions endured by Highland society more generally during this period. The majority of its population were crofters, smallholders who eked out an Inevitably, many landless cottars and hard-pressed crofters sought alms from their neighbours and the community at large. In 1792, the number of parish poor in Tongue was put at 50; by 1841, it had risen to 70. 27 Given the wretched circumstances of the post-clearance population, this latter figure seems remarkably low, but when we look again at the evidence it is clear that this is far from the whole story.
In the early 1790s, those described as the "parish poor" were supported by church collections, but also by large private charitable donations. 28 In 1841, the 70 listed were only those who appeared on the "poor's roll", the list of those deemed entitled to poor relief from church collections on a regular basis. Many more, perhaps even a majority of crofters and cottars, were in receipt of occasional relief in the form of charitable donations, not least from 22 For the best account of the 'Strathanver Sensation', see overall was three pounds and four shillings: in Tongue, this figure was three pounds, seven shillings and ninepence. 42 These observations notwithstanding, and despite a more formal and reliable foundation for financing welfare after 1845, there is no doubt that those who were in the best position to provide assistance -landowners and factors (their wealthy, influential representatives) -still resisted the extension of entitlement to any but the most needy and "deserving" cases. Who was entitled to this relief, how they established that entitlement, and how it was experienced under the Scottish New Poor Law are the questions which will be addressed in the remainder of this article. Initially, however, it is important to turn to the key source for this analysis, the pauper letter.
PART 2: Pauper Letters and the Scottish New Poor Law in Tongue
Essentially, pauper letters were produced to solicit aid (in the form of poor relief) in times of particular hardship. They were usually written in the first person, are typically embedded in a range of parish correspondence from and about paupers, and often contain detailed information about the poor who wrote them, or in whose name they were written. 43 But, as historians have noted, they are far from simply a reflection of the needs of those whose poverty they describe. In the sense that they were produced at the junction between the needs and expectations of paupers and those the bodies who were charged with dispensing relief, they also represent a unique lens through which to view local negotiations for scarce resources. 44 Up to now, scholarly attention has focused on letters from England. In part, this is because those who have looked at them in detail have tended to assume that they were a particular product of the English settlement laws. Modified regularly between their inception in the 1660s and their effective abolition in the 1860s, these laws established the criteria by which a pauper might claim to "belong" to a parish or community. Cardigan to Cromer. 47 Certainly, they are found in greater numbers for some parishes and regions than others and, in part, this may well reflect local economic conditions and the operation of settlement rules. 48 Yet large collections of letters have been found in some surprising places. For example, the greatest number of remaining letters so far discovered for a single parish (496) for this chronological concentration is simply that these were the periods when officials were most fastidious in their record keeping. Certainly, there does not appear to have been a "tailing off" of pauper letters during the earlier period, or a gradual increase in the later years, which might suggest that these were the only times when letters were written.
One important feature of the Tongue letters is that all those written in the initial decades of the new Scottish poor law, from between 1846-52, were from paupers who were resident in the parish. It has already been noted that parish letters in England appear to have been almost exclusively the product of the "out-parish" relief system which developed in the last years of the Old Poor Law. 52 Essentially, this system reflects the fact that it was often advantageous for both paupers and parishes to maintain their relief relationship at a distance.
Paupers who lived away from their parish of settlement and who were temporarily in need of relief appealed by letter and requested that it be sent to their place of residence, and parishes very often (perhaps more often than not) agreed to this arrangement. logic to such an arrangement in a rapidly industrialising economy, which required a flexible and highly mobile workforce. 53 However, this is a practice which is unlikely to have been tolerated in an environment where the able bodied (those most likely to claim temporary relief, and also those most likely to remain at a distance as a result of enhanced employment opportunities) were disqualified from claiming relief in the first place, and there is little evidence so far that it was a common practice in Scotland for most of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 54 In the context of the north Highlands, this is further emphasised when we consider that there is abundant evidence of large-scale seasonal migration of Tongue's residents to other parts of Scotland, yet none appears to have written back to the parish board to request relief at any time. 55 On the other hand, it is hardly surprising to find that paupers or applicants for relief wrote to the parish authorities from within Tongue, given that the parish comprised of approximately 140 miles of rough terrain, with less than 40 miles of road or track in total in 1841: maintaining regular face-to-face contact with the inspector or members of the parochial board would have been extremely difficult, especially as most paupers were (as we shall see) elderly, infirm or burdened with other physical misfortunes. 56 Yet if considerations of distance and terrain are a proximate explanation for both the number and locus of the Tongue letters, they do not offer a sufficient explanation in themselves. After all, many northern English, Cornish, Welsh and Welsh border parishes were extremely large and could boast equally difficult terrain poorly bisected by transport links, but there is little evidence of letters written to officials or ratepayers from within these places. On the other hand, the practice of pauper applicants from within the parish addressing their appeals to the parochial board in writing has very considerable resonance with wider continental approaches to establishing entitlement.
German paupers in particular seem to have used written appeals to officials and others they felt could help their cause even if they lived in the same street or district. In fact, until the later period (1898-99) 133 out of 139 Tongue letters were written in the form of petitions. The shift away from the petitionary form later in the century is something we discuss in detail in Section 4 below, but its predominance in the period between the 1840s and 1860s is important. Thomas Sokoll describes the petition as "a written plea for assistance addressed to a higher authority", which obeys "strict formal rules" and is essentially "an act of rhetorical subjection in writing." 58 However, as Sokoll also points out, "it cannot be emphasized too strongly that in stylistic terms and from their overall scriptural 60 It has been argued that this attitude was a hangover from traditional clan loyalties which, though perhaps misplaced in an age of widespread clearances and rampant economic and agrarian rationalism, was nonetheless deeply rooted, culturally entrenched and remarkably long-lasting. 61 Indeed, appeals from tenants to the landowners and managers on the Breadalbane estate from until at least the middle of the nineteenth centuries were also written almost exclusively in the form of highly stylised petitions. 62 This again invites direct comparison to work which has been done on the European Continent. 63 The German experience cannot be explained by clan loyalties, but the shared form of appeal points very strongly to an ingrained sense among many of the European poor (including those in the Scottish Highlands) that they did not have rights to relief, that local elites had an expectation that formal support would be residual, and that law and welfare practice was only contestable at the margins. The contrast with English paupers of the same period, who expected to distance between those in authority in Highland parishes on the one hand, and small tenants on the other, is likely to have been exacerbated by the erosion and, finally, the loss (with the clearances and resettlement) of older community structures, and inevitably it had far reaching consequences for the treatment of the poor.
Another important consideration is that none of the Tongue letters was written by able bodied paupers. 67 Even in the case of the very few letters that were obviously from the heads of nuclear households (that is, households containing parent(s) and children) applicants were anxious to emphasise either their total incapacity for work or some other misfortune which rendered some or all of them impotent. So, George MacKay wrote that "in consequence of the Petitioners state of health, his weak numerous family, consisting of eight persons...the age of his children, [and] his other [sic] destitution and helplessness", he required an addition to his monthly allowance"; John Munro applied for assistance, not because of destitution alone (he being able bodied), but because of the plight of his son who "at the age of Twenty years...are clean destitute of his rational sences"; and Charles McKay, after mentioning his own unemployment, went on to state "that his eldest child...a girl of 8 years of age is a helpless object dumb and unable either to walk or stand on her feet." 68 In other words petitioning paupers were clearly aware that their appeal was unlikely to get beyond the first hurdle if unemployment was used as a first point of leverage.
If the pauper petitioners of Tongue were rarely, if ever, the unemployed or able bodied poor, then who was applying for relief using this method? Predictably, the great majority of petitioners were the aged, the widowed, and those who were burdened by severe sickness or disability, or had a family member who was so burdened. Obviously, the needs represented in the letters do not fall quite so easily into one or other of these categories, so that the same letter may contain complaints of more than one of these conditions and, on occasion, of all three. Nonetheless, the status of applicants by letter in Tongue does reflect in just about every case this narrow range of misfortunes. In terms of those letters that seek to establish explicit or implicit grounds for deservingness, only 65 (or 39%) actually point directly towards age as a reason for making the application. In many others (85 letters, or 51% of the total), the attendant condition of "infirmity" or "incapacity" (very likely the result of advancing years) is at the heart of the appeal. This makes good strategic sense when one takes account of the fact that, even when an applicant was at a relatively advanced age, the Tongue Board was keen to establish whether or not they were in a position to make shift for themselves in any way at all, so that descriptions of those in their sixties and even seventies on the poor's roll often list their trade or occupation, give details of what they can do ("can knit a little", "can knit and spin"), or categorise them as only "partially disabled" from working. 69 Has to be 2 sentences surely?! Other explicit reasons for seeking admission to the poor's roll, or for an increase of existing relief, include disability, temporary or permanent sickness, the presence of an "idiot" child or relative, and loss of land and/or stock. All but the last of these reasons for applying for relief will be very familiar to those working on pauper letters from England. X Yet given the formality of applications from midnineteenth century Tongue when compared to those made in early-nineteenth century England, it is possible to suggest that applications founded on sickness, old age and disability were framed quite differently, and carried very different meanings, under the two regimes. In England, until at least the advent of the New Poor Law, paupers had a clear sense that such categories of need conferred an almost unanswerable entitlement to relief, and parishes found it difficult to counter these expectations given the potent mix of customary precedent and legal obligation which surrounded the implementation of relief at the local level. 70 In Tongue, however, there is very little sense in the early years of the Scottish New Poor Law that incapacity or infirmity in themselves conferred an automatic entitlement to relief, even when they had been clearly established. Such petitions were most commonly made on the basis that "it [would] indeed be an act of charity" for the board to consider them, or in the hope that a pauper's case may "be taken into consideration" or that the board will simply "look into
[their] case". 71 Nonetheless, despite the very different linguistic registers used by paupers in
England and Scotland to emphasise these categories of misfortune, there is no doubt that they were shared as some of the most fundamental markers for establishing deservingness under the two regimes. I would put this sentence at point X above so that we end up the para with the difference and not the similarity.
If the conditions and experiences of infirmity or incapacity were ubiquitous in pauper appeals the loss of land and/or stock spoke directly to local conditions in the Highlands of Scotland, particularly in those areas which were subject to clearance in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. In all, the loss of land or stock is mentioned in 27 letters (or 16% of the total), and frequently (more often than not) it occurs in letters from the aged or otherwise infirm. It is rarely advanced as a primary means of establishing deservingness, but is often mentioned in passing, as though to emphasise that this particular means of making shift is no longer available. So, for example, Bell Reid first states that she is "a sickly woman not able to support herself by her labour", but then goes on to say that "she is quite out of stock (save a two year old Heifer, which she is to sell for the purpose of cleansing herself out of debt)", and for admission to the poor's roll, as well as those who sought an increase in existing levels of relief, were anxious wherever possible to emphasise that they had lost the land they had been allotted, or that the land they retained was inadequate for their subsistence.
As Tindley points out (and as we saw from the evidence of the Revd. McKay
MacKenzie earlier) the allocation of land to crofters in Sutherland was kept intentionally inadequate for subsistence in order to encourage them to seek alternative employment. It was the failure of such alternatives to absorb the excess population which compounded the problem of "poor land [and] small plots." 75 Hunter's seminal work on crofting communities is punctuated by accounts from contemporaries who pointed out that the land allotted to newly settled communities was wholly inadequate for their subsistence. In particular, he quotes critics of the Strathnaver clearances, where tenants were "thickly settled along the sea coast of the parish, in some instances about 30 lotters occupying the land formerly in the possession of 12", and around the Kyle of Tongue, where land which had been "occupied by a few" was "divided among many", making it "totally inadequate for the maintenance of all." 76 Importantly, evidence from elsewhere in the parish records makes it abundantly clear that the poor were still expected to remain largely independent of relief as long as they had access to any land at all. The minutes of the parochial board in the 1840s and 50s frequently record the refusal of applications on the grounds that an individual "has land", or even that a close family member had land and was therefore bound to support them. Such was the case of Alexander Campbell of Braekirkiboll who was "Rejected, being able to work and his father
[a] tenant of a good lot of land." 77 It should also be noted that access to land (direct or indirect) was often sufficient evidence in itself to deny an application, even if the applicant themselves was incapable of working it effectively. Oftentimes, a refusal was made on the grounds that an applicant was "in the occupation of land, and [has] sons able to assist her", or 72 HAC GB0232/R31/1/1: Bell Reid to the Inspector of the Poor, 26 th June 1848. 73 Hunter, Making, 41-2 passim; Richards, Highland Clearances, 44-47 passim. 74 Hunter, Making, 65-67. 75 Tindley, "Actual Pinching and Suffering", 255. 76 Unattributed critics of the crofting system quoted in Hunter, Making, 64. 77 HAS GB0232/CS/6/12/1, Tongue Parochial Board Minutes, 13 th March 1846.
and, often, defiance that characterised many late Old Poor Law letters in England is notable by its absence.
However, by the late-1880s paupers in Tongue had abandoned the petition as a supplicatory form and almost all written appeals for relief thereafter took the form of familiar letters. Consistent with Widow Gunn's early example, many of these letters were familiar to the point of being perfunctory. William MacKay, for example, wrote that "I am very ill after the influenza and Dr. MacDonald told me that medicine would not do me any good that I would need nourishment and I have no means to get it." He signed off his letter with a curt, "we are all unwell and you can place it before the 'Board'." 91 The widow of George Sinclair wrote simply: "Dear Sir, Would you please give me 3 ½ yards of Flannel also a pair of Boots no.9 I shall feel obliged if I get the above before the cold weather comes on." 92 Betsy
MacKay, having expressed the hope that "you will be as good as supple [sic] me with warm clothing for the winter," closed her letter: "with great Confidence that you will discuss the matter and allow me some-thing." at the hands of landowners and estate managers. Something missing in this sentence -sought to explain how? The famine years of the 1840s and 50s dealt a further blow to already demoralised and unstable crofting communities in Sutherland. Hence, there was neither widespread appetite nor cultural precedent for an assertion of "rights" among Tongue's poor residents at this time. 96 The 1860s and 70s were, to an extent, years of recovery for the Scottish Highlands, and though they were still subject to the social and economic inadequacies of post-clearance conditions, "in comparison to what had gone before and with what was to follow [it was] a prosperous period." 97 What did follow was yet more hardship.
A combination of poor harvests and the collapse of wool prices led to "a decade of severe, occasionally chronic, agricultural depression." 98 But the Scottish Highlands in the 1880s was a very different place to that of 1840s or 50s, and its relationship with the world beyond its borders had changed significantly, too. On the one hand, crofters themselves were more aware than ever before of similar battles to their own which were being played out, for example, in Ireland. On the other, those from further afield who were engaged in agitation for reform (either of land tenure or social reform more generally) had begun to take a keen interest in the Highlands as a potential battleground in the fight for improvement. 99 Finally, there was a concerted effort among radical opinion formers to raise the profile of the crofters' plight, most notably in the press. 100 The results of this combined agitation were many, but in particular it led to the formation of the Highland Land Law Reform Association (later more familiar as the Highland Land League) and to the creation of the Napier Commission which sat to consider both the plight and the growing demands of crofters as a body. 101 By the 1870s and 80s crofters had found a voice of their own, albeit one which reflected, to a greater or lesser extent, the political and rhetorical register of reform movements elsewhere. In the early silent on the subject of land reform, addressed the first two concerns directly, guaranteeing security of tenure and the right to bequeath a holding to a family member, and establishing a land court to oversee and administer the Act and, crucially, to fix fair rents.
102
Agitation did not end with the 1886 Act, but it is clear that crofters and the Highland poor more generally had by then moved some distance from the overarching influence of landlords and their once all-powerful estate managers. It is to this, more than to any other single factor, that we must attribute the dramatic shift in tone of the pauper letters from
Tongue: the voices we hear in them by the end of the century are assertive, self-assured and confident that they should, indeed must, be heard. Hugh MacKay did not so much request the parochial board's assistance as demand it, when he wrote that "my house is in a very bad condition and some thing will have to be done about it"; and Robert McLeod was even more forthright when explaining that he could get no-one to carry his fuel for him: "I did offer them 3d. a day but could get no one. So you must look into it." 103 Far from the supplicatory and apologetic tone of the petitions sent in the 1840s and 50s, these letters demonstrate a keen sense of entitlement and an altered belief that the welfare of the Highland poor was not merely their own affair or that of their immediate kith or kin, but was a matter of civic duty on the part of the parish as a whole. When James McKay wrote that he could no longer support his elderly father, despite having a croft of his own, there was no hint of resignation or apology. Instead, his message was clear and unambiguous: "I am unable to support him any further, and if the Board refuses to give him some aid they are to be held responsible for the consequence." 104 It is true that this new linguistic register of entitlement, civic obligation and defiance was still written largely by or on behalf of those who were no longer able to support themselves, either by farming the land or any other means. In common with most Highland (and, indeed, Scottish) parishes, it remained common practice in Tongue to relieve only those who were unable to make shift for themselves: the elderly, infirm or otherwise impotent. 105 ratcheting up the pressure on landlords, not only for fairer treatment as tenants, but for a complete overhaul of the nature of land settlement in the Highlands. 107 Highland paupers, on the other hand, appear to have been less successful in their newly assertive demands for relief. In fact, despite the defiant tone of the later Tongue letters, they appear to have fared little better in the last years of the nineteenth century than they had in the 1840s and 50s.
108
Yet there is evidence that this had less to do with the antipathy of an austere Presbyterian board (or parish council, as it had now become) than it did with the continuing poverty of communities across the Highland region.
It is an unhappy irony that one of the results of the escalating agitation of crofters for fundamental reform in the Highlands was that rent often went unpaid and that this, in turn, led to non-payment of rates -including poor rates -by landlords and other occupiers.
109
Although there is no specific evidence for this for in Tongue, there is also no doubt that the finances of the parish council were in a permanent state of crisis by the end of the century, and that the pursuit of ratepayers for non-payment was a routine aspect of parish business.
110
Despite the unambiguous demands of the elderly and the impotent for civic assistance in the 1880s and 90s, Tongue remained a poor parish packed with struggling crofters and impoverished cottars, and it simply did not have the means to make its paupers more comfortable at this point. In the end, it is almost certainly a recognition that growing need was outstripped by available resources, rather than any great reforming zeal, which led the parish council into an unlikely alliance with crofters in their demands for reform at the end of the century; for in its minutes for the 28 th of February 1899, its chairman recorded that:
Knowing that applications are being made by crofters and cottars in this parish to His Grace the 
CONCLUSION
The Tongue letters demonstrate a number of interlocking themes that in some ways reinforce, and in other ways challenge, our view of how the New Poor Law operated in Scotland after 1845. On the one hand, they seem to strengthen the long-standing view of contemporaries and historians that the authorities in Scotland upheld a strong aversion to subsidising those who, they believed, should be able and willing to look after themselves. Nowhere was this more marked than in the Sutherland Highlands, where crofting communities were deliberately engineered in the first half of the nineteenth century so as to be independent within a mixed economy of smallholding and industrial endeavour -theoretically, at least.
On the other, they indicate that those who were considered eligible for consideration under the new laws were far from passive, and were able to navigate both the statutory rules and the customary expectations governing entitlement to relief, even in the early days, with some success. Overall, it seems that they were rhetorically sophisticated, albeit within a very constrained and hierarchical welfare tradition. To an extent, this indicates that paupers in the far north of Scotland in the 1840s and 50s did have a degree of influence over negotiations for relief rather than simply being the victims of administrative procedure or authoritarian (Presbyterian) dogma. Nonetheless, the relationship between paupers and parish officials in Tongue immediately after the implementation of the Scottish New Poor Law was defined by a strict formality and stratification which mirrored wider social relations and precluded any close familiarity.
By the end of the century, however, things had changed dramatically in terms of the epistolary relationship between paupers and the parochial authorities in Tongue. The deference and stiff formality of earlier appeals all-but disappeared, to be replaced by assertion, familiarity and a clear sense of entitlement. This is forcefully illustrated in the shift away from the rigid supplicatory form of the petition, and towards the less formal, more flexible familiar letter. To a large extent, this rhetorical relaxation mirrored the erosion of deference elsewhere in crofting communities and it was almost certainly related to the growth and success of crofters' movements for reform from the 1870s onwards. In the 1880s and 90s, paupers clearly expected their voices to be both listened and attended to, and they conveyed a sense of entitlement and expectation in their written appeals which was almost entirely absent earlier in the century. Despite the newly assertive tone of the letters, however, neither paupers nor parochial authorities appear to have subscribed at any point to the belief that the customary principles governing who should and should not be entitled to relief should be relaxed.
Parish officers, on the other hand, were constrained by both custom and a lack of adequate resources in their responses to paupers' appeals for relief. There is little in the written records of the parish council to suggest how the changing tone of the letters was received by its officers, but there is no doubt that they were frustrated by their inability to provide further funds by the poor, largely because of the recalcitrance of wealthier ratepayers to fulfil their pecuniary obligations.
112 The parish's support for crofters who campaigned for more adequate landholdings from the Duke of Sutherland can therefore be read in a number of ways. It could be that it was largely expedient, a recognition that a crofting community with sufficient land could reduce pauperism itself by adequately supporting its own aged and infirm members. It might be that it was a mark of frustration with landowners and others who hampered its work by inadequately attending to their duties as ratepayers. It may even be that those who now constituted the parish council felt a degree of sympathy with crofters and cottars who, despite 50 years of promises following the bleakest days of clearance and famine, still faced hardship and penury without sufficient support from their wealthiest neighbours. The most likely explanation is a combination of all three. Much more work needs to be done on other parishes in Sutherland and across the Highlands to determine whether these conclusions hold true across time and space; but the very fact that written appeals for relief in Tongue appear to have shifted so quickly, between 1845 and 1900, from supplications by petition to assertive demands by familiar letter, suggests that, whatever the end result, these negotiations were far from one-sided. 112 It is notable that crofters who were eligible, but unable, to pay parish rates were specifically exempted from further action by the parish council. HAC CS/6/12/9: Parish Council Minutes
